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Why do penguins waddle? What's the only mammal that can fly? Which animals have ears on their knees? How many quills does a porcupine have? The answers are here in AnimaCrostics Volume 1. You'll even learn about parrot puke, termite turds, and fish farts. Yes, fish farts. But only if you're clever enough to conquer all the clues...AnimaCrostics puzzles are fun for kids and adults alike, making them a great activity for the whole family. So put on your thinking cap and get ready to discover cool stuff about 50 of the most curious critters in the animal kingdom!Note: A previous version of this book was published in 2014 under the title Kids' Krostricts: Puzzling Penguins -- And 49 More Amazing Animals.

Do you like solving word puzzles? I don't mean the kind that you just stuff letters into blank spaces and then go on the next one, but those that actually teach you something? This not only fun to solve, but every puzzle in it broadens your knowledge about the animal world. Kids would love this. I'm an adult, and the kid in me gets great enjoyment, puzzle after puzzle, after puzzle.

What a fantastic, kid-friendly puzzle book but fun for adults, too! Kids love the animal theme, and the difficulty level of the puzzles is just right.
Great for kids and the whole family!

This delightful new series is for animal lovers of all ages. With easier clues and easier quotations it is a perfect introduction to the acrostics form. People who enjoy solving crossword puzzles will find the new experience of solving acrostics great fun!
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